
Introducing

Multipliers is a new trade type that combines the upside of 
margin trading with the simplicity of options trading. This 
means that you can leverage your trades and make more 

significant gains for correctly predicting market movements, 
without risking more than your initial stake.



  How it works
Trading multipliers on 
DTrader is as easy as buying 
any other options contract on 
Deriv. It only takes three 
steps, and you can customise 
your contract to suit your risk 
appetite. 

https://track.deriv.com/_mFW9IkwBJUm2vdm9PpHVCmNd7ZgqdRLk/1/


Multipliers range 
from x10 to x1000 
depending on the 
instrument you 
select.
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Commission: $0.50
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Purchase your 
contract

Choose ‘Up’ if you’re 
predicting the market will 
go up and ‘Down’ if you’re 
predicting it will go down.

Set the multiplier 
of your choice

$100.00 $100.00Up

$100.00 $100.00Down

That is the amount you 
want to spend on the 
trade.

Stake

100100|

Set your stake



More upside
With multipliers, you get the 
same upside as margin trading, 
with up to x1000 leverage. So 
even a small price change in 
your favour will be amplified by 
the multiplier you choose.



Limited downside
Your losses are also amplified when 
the market moves against you. But 
unlike margin trading, with multipliers, 
you can never lose more than your 
initial stake – the same limited 
downside as options trading.



More control
You can also set optional risk 
management parameters such 
as take-profit, stop-loss, and 
deal cancellation to precisely 
control your trade.

Take profit

Stop loss

Deal cancellation



Allows you to pre-set how 
much loss you are willing 
to incur on a trade. With 
Stop loss, you can further 
reduce your losses to 
below the initial stake 
when the market moves 
against you.

Deal cancellation:
For a small fee, this option 
allows you to cancel a trade 
within a set period of time 
and retain your stake. You 
can select a time-period 
from 5 minutes to 1 hour.

$100.00 $5.00Up

$100.00 $5.00Up

9194.72

Allows you to 
automatically close or 
sell back your contract 
once your profit hits a 
pre-set amount. 

Take profit:

Stop loss:

Cancel 04:59

Take profit 

Stop Loss

Take profit 

Stake $5.00
Take profit $2.00

Stake $5.00
Stop loss $2.00

Stop Loss

9194.72

9194.72



  

Deriv is the next step in the evolution of Binary.com, the company with a proven record of delivering market-leading products that are trusted around the world.

We offer the widest selection of derivatives to trade, with sharp prices and tight spreads that attract over a million online traders worldwide. Our technology 
provides an intuitive and powerful trading experience, enabling our clients to understand risk more effectively to make better trading decisions.

Trade responsibly. Only risk capital you’re prepared to lose. 

Get trading with Multipliers on DTrader

To open account and start trading multipliers click here

For more information on multipliers click here
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